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Growing circus careers
At Aotearoa New Zealand’s first national Youth Circus Festival in Tāmaki Makaurau
(Auckland) in 2021, some of the young people present expressed a lack of hope about
their ability to pursue a career in the circus arts. In response, Circability Trust obtained
Creative New Zealand funding in late 2021 to explore how to grow circus employment
pathways and opportunities for existing and aspiring circus practitioners.
This report shares the results of this research, which were presented and discussed at
the second Youth Circus Festival in Waipu in May 2022. The hope is that this research
sparks collective action to grow circus employment pathways to support the
flourishing of circus arts across Aotearoa.
The report was developed through this process:

Interviews with 13 circus
practitioners and leaders
Aotearoa (10)
Australia (2)
Finland (1)

A scan of online
information

See Appendix One

See References

Youth circus group Circ.Us,
participants at the 2022
Youth Circus Festival and
the Aotearoa New Zealand
Circus Association
provided sounding boards
for the research

Key messages are presented first, followed by detailed findings. All quotes are from
people interviewed.

‘Dream Garden’, an aerial circus
street theatre production in Lower
Hutt by Colossal, a Wellington
based production company
specialising in circus, performance
and design
https://www.colossal.co.nz/
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Key messages
Small pockets of diverse circus activity are occurring across Aotearoa, with strongholds
in the main centres of Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch, and parts of Northland
and Otago. A core of experienced circus practitioners and organisations nationwide
keep the light shining for others coming through.
Currently, few people make a living from circus alone in this country, with circus
employment opportunities more often a result of personal networks, than by design. A
2019 pre-Covid survey of 985 circus practitioners by the Aotearoa New Zealand Circus
Association (ANZCA) revealed:
•
•
•
•

High levels of volunteerism and people working in an unpaid capacity in circus
Significant periods with no circus work and a lack of job and income security
High levels of self-employment, with a need to take on multiple contracts
Unclear circus training and job pathways.

These issues have been amplified since 2020 given Covid-19 pandemic restrictions.
There is currently no tertiary level qualification available in circus arts nationally; the
nearest is in Australia via the National Institute of Circus Arts (NICA).
This research identified six main circus related employment pathways:
Performance and
artist
development

Learning circus skills and specialities, for example aerial,
acrobatics, manipulation, mime and clowning, from basic to elite
levels, for the purposes of entertainment

Social circus

Circus as a means for connection, fun and wellbeing for people of
all ages and abilities. This is a broad field linked to education,
youth development, therapy, disability, aged care, health and
social development

Recreational
circus

Circus as a vehicle for health and recreation for all ages: “Circus is
the new gym”

Circus for hire

Stunt work, corporate work, busking, festivals, events,
commissions

Teaching circus

Either teaching circus directly or incorporating circus arts into
other forms of teaching and professions such as social work,
school teaching, early childhood education and youth work

Arts
management,
administration,
production

Organising, administration and management of circus arts, circus
production, marketing and communications

These pathways are interconnected and many circus practitioners play multiple roles.
Self-employed circus practitioners typically need to manage all aspects of their
enterprise, including presentation, marketing, administration and accounts. Support for
circus practitioners and organisations with these kinds of skills is a clear need.
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Nine foundations are identified to grow circus employment pathways in Aotearoa.
a. Increase circus teaching, training and mentorship avenues, for diverse circus art
forms and practitioners, linked with other sports, arts and cultural forms,
including traditional Māori arts
b. Develop a strategic partnership with at least one committed and proactive
university, polytech, wananga or other tertiary institution
c. Increase resourcing and sustainability of the Aotearoa New Zealand Circus
Association
d. Nurture strong local and regional circus organisations and venues
e. Increase the public visibility, education and profile of circus arts
f. Form strategic relationships with government, funders and supporters
g. Grow ongoing circus demand and access – especially for children and young
people, for example via early childhood education centres and schools
h. Ensure health and safety standards and practice are embedded within circus
development.

Recommendations from this research are to:
1. Prioritise the development of circus teaching, training and mentoring
pathways, linked to intentional career paths (a, b and h above):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Start by bringing together those who currently offer circus teaching,
training and mentoring to collectively map a sustainable path forward
Ensure young people co-design the offerings
Connect with potential partners including toi Māori, sports, arts,
government departments, accreditation organisations and funders
Continue to engage with the Toi Mai review of units and qualifications in
performing arts
Connect with NICA and find a tertiary education partner
Advertise all teaching, training and mentorship avenues available on
ANZCA’s website
Incorporate health and safety throughout all training.

2. Seek resourcing, potentially via national circus body ANZCA, to focus on the
remaining foundations to grow circus pathways (c-g above):
●
●
●
●

Strategies to increase the visibility of circus and connect the circus sector
Cultivate strategic relationships to increase funding and support for the
circus arts
Grow demand and access to circus in ways that can be met by a pool of
appropriately trained circus teachers, for example via schools and ECEs
Grow the strength of ANZCA, towards a sustainably funded national
organisation for circus arts - an equivalent to Australia’s National Institute
of Circus Arts or the United Kingdom’s National Centre for Circus Arts.
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The Inquiry
What are viable circus employment pathways in Aotearoa
and how might these be created?
The initial focus for this research was on social circus employment pathways, but it
became apparent that the scope should include circus overall, given the small,
interdependent nature of the circus arts scene in Aotearoa.

Current Circus Employment Landscape in Aotearoa
“The state of circus now is exciting – there are more studios in Auckland,
something for everyone. Sheer growth…and lots of theories about what is behind
the growth, one is social media, circus is trending for people to try, then your
social media algorithms advertise circus studios near you. Visibility from doing
events and shows. Seeing lots of interest and lots of demand, young people love
circus, with its physical, psychological and social benefits - they are undeniable”.
While small, the circus arts scene is growing, creative and dynamic in Aotearoa. A
national body called the Aotearoa New Zealand Circus Association (ANZCA) was formed
in 2015, catalysed by research on how to develop community circus in Aotearoa (Trotman
2013 a-f). ANZCA’s purpose is to support circus arts to thrive in Aotearoa.
Presently there is no tertiary level formal training for circus nationally, other than rare
circus arts papers such as the one Carlene Newall de Jesus teaches via the University of
Auckland’s Dance Studies Programme. Christchurch Polytech Institute’s Circo Arts
Diploma was a casualty of the 2011 Christchurch earthquake. The Wellington Circus
Trust, now called The Circus Hub, offered Intensive Summer School training in 2017 and
2019, and hosted the Whitireia Circus-Dance course from 2015-2019. Some nonaccredited circus arts and teacher training is available via a handful of circus
organisations such as The Dust Palace. The lack of avenues for formal circus arts training
is a fundamental challenge at present.
The best available view into the current circus employment landscape nationally comes
from a pre-Covid ‘Circus Census’ survey of circus practitioners by ANZCA in 2019, to
which 985 people responded. ANZCA intends to undertake these circus census surveys
every five years.

Circus is for
everyone - all
ages and all
abilities
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Circus Community in Aotearoa
The 2019 survey clearly shows that circus is happening right across Aotearoa (Figure
One), with higher numbers of respondents in the main centres of Auckland, Wellington
and Christchurch, and a higher regional presence in Northland and Otago. A small
number of circus organisations and a diverse group of circus leaders and practitioners
hold the flame for circus arts across the country.

Figure One: Where circus practitioners live in Aotearoa

Circolina’s Leap cast, 2012
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Almost three quarters of survey respondents were female (74%). The ages of
respondents were reasonably spread but weighted towards those under 35 years (74%),
with the largest group aged 25 to 34 years (44%), 21% aged between 18 to 24 years and
9% aged under 18 years.

Figure Two: Ages of circus practitioners

The main genre of circus these respondents participated in was community-based
circus (social1 and recreational) at 86%, followed by contemporary circus (31%),
traditional circus (20%), corporate (17%) and street circus (13%). Many respondents
participated in more than one genre.

Figure Three: Genres of circus participation

1

See https://www.circability.org/ for a practical example of social circus in Aotearoa and Hentoff 2018 and
Cohen 2018 for descriptions of social circus.
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When asked how they were part of the circus community in New Zealand, almost three
out of four (73%) were students of circus, 34% were teachers or coaches, 23% were
professional performers, 18% were training or aspiring to be a professional performer,
15% worked in a supporting capacity such as administration and production, 13%
produced shows and 6% were a circus/studio owner.

Figure Four: Role in circus community

Christchurch Circus Matariki event June 2022 fusing circus and traditional Māori arts
https://chchcircus.co.nz/
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Circus Students, Teachers and Performers
For students of circus, the most common disciplines they had trained in were aerial arts
(82%), acrobatics (38%), manipulation (juggling etc, 30%), equilibristics (tight rope, hand
balance, stilts, slack line, 29%), fire (15%) and clowning (7%).
For circus teachers (n=243), only one in three (35%) had ever completed teacher training
for the circus arts they teach. Note that ANZCA representatives are currently working
alongside Toi Mai (The Workforce Development Council) regarding their review of units
and qualifications in performance arts, which will incorporate the circus arts2. From this
review, unit standards for performance arts will be developed, along with pathways to
support the development of circus qualifications.
For performers (n=282), the most common circus arts performed were aerial arts (56%),
followed by manipulation (39%), acrobatics (31%), fire and equilibristics (both 23%) and
clowning (17%).

For those who presented professional work to the public in the year April 2018 to April
2019 (n=279), 61% did so as a solo performer, 54% in a company, troupe or ensemble and
37% in a duo or with an artistic partner.

2

https://www.toimai.nz/reviews-and-developments/
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Circus Employment Status
When asked about their employment status in the year April 2018 to April 2019, 10%
hadn’t worked at all and 20% only in a voluntary capacity. Around 27% were selfemployed and 20% were employed and self-employed, with 24% employed by one or
more employers.

Only 7% of respondents received funding, grants or scholarships for their own personal
circus projects in the year April 2018 to April 2019.
In terms of circus related employment status during this one-year pre-covid period, the
following is indicated:
●
●
●
●

●

High levels of volunteerism or people working in an unpaid capacity in circus
Significant periods with no circus work and a lack of job and income security
High levels of self-employment, with a need to take on multiple contracts
Self-employed artists and those running circus companies often need support
with business management skills such as marketing, presentation,
administration and finances
Rarity of full-time or long-term secure circus employment roles.

These issues are likely to have been amplified since 2020 due to Covid-19 pandemic
restrictions.
An online search for circus jobs in New Zealand results in links to national and overseas
job sites. The New Zealand Careers website describes opportunities to make a living for
entertainers, including circus entertainers, as “poor” due to lack of demand3. There is
not currently one reliable source of information nationally in Aotearoa relating to circus
careers such as this one in the UK, which includes live circus job vacancies by region:
https://www.careerpilot.org.uk/job-sectors/performing-arts/job-profile/circusperformer.

3

https://www.careers.govt.nz/jobs-database/arts-and-media/entertainment/entertainer/
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Diverse circus employment opportunities overseas are available through websites such
as Circus Talk, an international career platform for circus artists
https://circustalk.com/. Online information about circus careers typically describes
employment opportunities for circus performers as being low, with income and selfemployment opportunities both moderate.
In the United States, circus work has tended to be contract based and seasonal (for
example at summer school camps), though more recently long term, ‘career’ circus
artists are becoming more common due to the establishment of circus bases at
entertainment capitals such as Los Angeles, Las Vegas and New York, and travelling
companies that tour around the world. Cruise liners also offer consistent contracts and
job prospects that can act as training grounds for positions with internationally
recognized and elite contemporary circuses4.

Wider Circus Trends in Aotearoa
Circus census survey findings, circus literature and interviews with circus practitioners
in Aotearoa reveal these themes regarding circus in Aotearoa at present.
Circus pathways are currently ad hoc but interest and demand is growing

“Most circus practitioners here came into it sideways – or came from overseas”.
Current pathways into circus tend to be more by chance than design, though this is
changing as opportunities to take part in circus arts increase. The first Youth Circus
Festival in 2021 is an indicator of this growing interest and demand and the hope is that
this will become an annual event5.
People interviewed report a growth of interest in circus nationally in the last ten years,
as the visibility of circus arts grows and opportunities to do circus become more
widespread. The number of circus organisations in Auckland has grown in the last few
years. The circus survey initiated by ANZCA is an important means for tracking growth
and change in the circus sector nationally.

Circability Trust doing poi with
older women to support brain
agility and movement

4

https://www.careerexplorer.com/careers/circus-performer/job-market/ - a United States article on the job
market for circus performers.
5
See https://artsaccess.org.nz/circability-hosts-first-youth-circus-festival.
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Circus Works

“Circus is a powerful medium to achieve a wide range of social and creative
outcomes” (Trotman 2013b p5).
“…circus has unique powers and limitless potential to support individual, group
and community transformation” (Trotman 2013e p49).
Circus literature and feedback from people interviewed is clear about the many
benefits of circus for all who take part, in terms of social connection, physical,
emotional and psychological benefits (Trotman 2013a-f, McGrath and Stevens 2019 and
2017, Cohen 2018).
Evaluation of four very different community circus programmes in New Zealand found
that in the right hands, circus is a powerful vehicle for personal and social development
(Trotman 2013 b-e). Circus is open to all, is inclusive and bonding, supports personal
growth and development, socialisation, community building and social change
(Trotman 2013a p9).

“As well as connecting people across divides, circus can support children’s
development in particular by helping them to learn about themselves; take risks;
trust; aspire to achieve new things; persevere and have fun. Circus can also hold
value in schools to promote all forms of learning and development (including
mental, physical, social, emotional and kinaesthetic); provide an alternative to
traditional sports and arts; appeal to reluctant exercisers and at-risk youth;
reduce bullying and antisocial behaviour and provide a vehicle for risk taking”
(Trotman 2013a p9-10).
An Australian 2017 study of children and young people taking part in Cirkidz
programmes in Adelaide found that for every $1 invested, $7 of savings is generated via
improvements in children’s health and wellbeing (see
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptn0REKXg0g). Children aged 8-14 years showed
significant improvements in four areas of mental wellbeing: stress relief, self-esteem,
confidence and socialisation.
Digital Connections and Potential

“Instagram has changed circus so much, since 2015-16, people create things,
post them up, then everyone learns them…[Instagram] is a hotbed of creation, an
incredible resource for all circus artists”.
Social media and the internet are strong forces behind the growing interest in circus
arts. Circus skills lend themselves to sharing on social media and the future of circus is
tied to the changing digital landscape of the arts.
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Impacts of Covid-19

“Prior to covid event work sustained us, performance work has always been in
demand, but then there have been no events during covid, we have had to
rethink our structure entirely”.
As with other art forms, Covid-19 related restrictions have impacted severely on the
circus arts in Aotearoa. Some circus organisations have sadly closed due to the effects
of Covid6. Lack of events and performance opportunities have put circus employment
in hiatus for many:

“The majority of professional artists have to be teaching full time to support
themselves – to have a split focus all the time. There is very little event work
yet”.

Government Perspective

“Kids need laughter and fun, circus delivers safe fun”…“Government wants to see
success stories with groups that are underserved”…”Covid highlighted increased
child and youth anxiety and mental health concerns, so responses that help and
aren’t too cost intensive are highly attractive” (Ministry of Social Development).

Representatives from the Ministry of Social Development and Ministry of Youth
Development noted that awareness of circus in government circles is currently low.
Suggestions made to the circus sector are to:
●
●
●
●

Raise the profile of circus and communicate its value and impact
Target key Ministries such as Social Development, Youth Development, Health,
Education, Disabled People, Ethnic Affairs, Sports, Culture and Heritage
Engage keen schools
Pursue partnership models, involving government, a tertiary institute, funders
and circus organisations.

Circability Trust circus skills workshop

6

For example https://www.zirkacircus.com/.
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https://www.circability.org/

Circus Employment Trends
“Performing artists operate in a labour market in which short-term and projectbased contracts prevail, and the…social security provided is minimal” (Bessone
2018 p99).
Alongside growing interest in circus nationally, the international circus landscape is
becoming more connected and professionalised. This is reflected in circus literature,
through for example the establishment of the Circus Arts Research Platform in 2018,
which is a worldwide open source website for circus arts research7.
Literature relating to circus employment trends reflects these themes:
●

The ongoing redefining of circus as a serious, diverse contemporary art form,
which involves countering sometimes entrenched cultural attitudes about
circus. These include outdated, marginalising views of circus as a family-run
form of popular entertainment, with shadows of animal abuse, scary clowns and
‘freak shows’ (Bessone 2018 p99, Cohen 2018 p134).

●

A relatively recent global rise of professionalising circus schools, which develop
artistic and career management skills and socialise attendees into the norms of
the circus industry today (Funk 2018 p19).

●

The circus labour market is characterised by uncertainty, self-direction and
strong social networks formed via artistic skills, creativity and being outside of
the ‘mainstream’ (Bessone 2018 p99).

●

As well as employment in small circus companies, social circus organisations
and informal groups, out of necessity circus artists often gain employment in
other art forms such as dance and theatre (ibid). While there is freedom in circus,
the onus is on the individual to succeed and survive:

“The reasons why circus as a profession is both very attractive and profoundly
scary is the inextricable intertwinement of the privilege of freedom, of having
“no obligations except the ones you create yourself” and the constant risk of
“not making it” … and having to resort to intensive and extensive career
diversification” (Bessone 2018 p100).

7

●

Circus artists often face a tension between the artistic side of the career and the
business side, having to navigate them both. Support is often needed to do this
well.

●

A shift from circus performances in big tops to performances in theatrical
venues has grown access to circus and allowed for greater mobility of circus
performances (Kreusch 2018 p93). Circus is also performed more and more in
public spaces, online and on film and television, adding to its visibility.

See https://ecolenationaledecirque.ca/en/school/research-center/circus-arts-research-platform-carp.
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Main Circus Employment Pathways
The most common employment pathways related to circus in Aotearoa are as follows.
All of these fields are broad and are often interconnected – for example most circus
organisations offer a mix of these pathways.
Performance and artist
development

Social circus

Recreational circus

Circus for hire

Teaching circus

Arts management,
production and
administration

8
9

Development of circus skills8 (acrobatics, aerobatics,
manipulation, clowning) for the purposes of performance,
from basic to professional levels. See for example
https://www.thedustpalace.co.nz/
https://www.reactstudio.co.nz/
The use of circus arts for social good and social justice9, with
people of all ages, abilities and backgrounds. See for
example https://www.circability.org/
https://www.highjinx.co.nz
https://www.circuskumarani.co.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/CircoolCircus/
Learning of circus for fun, recreation and wellbeing
https://www.aracnation.co.nz/
https://flipnfly.co.nz/
https://www.circus.org.nz/ https://www.reactstudio.co.nz/
https://www.superprof.co.nz/lessons/circus/new-zealand/
This includes hiring of circus performers, including stunt
work, corporate work, buskers, parties and events

This refers to training available for people who want to teach
circus to others. Circus teaching can occur via circus
organisations, early child education, school teaching or as
part of youth work or social work training. This kind of training
is available via some circus organisations such as those
above, but tends to be poorly resourced, non-accredited and
short term
Management and administration of circus organisations and
activity, production of circus activity and performances

See Trotman 2013f p12 for a description of the circus arts.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_circus
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International examples
Three international circus models are shared below, to highlight circus employment
growth opportunities in Aotearoa.

National Institute of Circus Arts – NICA (Melbourne, Australia)
Australia’s National Institute of Circus Arts (NICA10) has been operating for over 30 years.
It partners with the University of Swinburne and is located on the premises of the
university. NICA is one of eight national art organisations in Australia, reflecting the
recognition of circus arts as a serious and significant art form in that country. These
eight national arts organisations work together as a powerful collective to advocate for
the arts in Australia.
NICA offers the only circus tertiary level qualification in the South Pacific – a three-year
Bachelor of Circus Arts, plus a one-year foundational course in circus industry skills.
NICA training can lead to work in contemporary circus, traditional circus, social circus,
stunt work, corporate entertainment, festivals, teaching and other sectors of the arts
industry. NICA also offers recreational circus, an artist development programme,
performances, a circus artist residency and circus sector leadership.
To grow circus from the ground up, NICA partners
with circus organisations and local high schools
across Australia. NICA is interested in partnering with
the circus sector in New Zealand, especially on
teaching and training opportunities, exchanges and
scholarships.

Cirkidz (Adelaide)
The Cirkidz11 Circus School in Adelaide has four connected offerings:
1. A recreational circus school for children, young people and
families, with a fee for service, scholarships and subsidies
2. An artist development programme to create professional
circus artists, generally teenagers who come through the
recreational school, gymnastics or other fields, who train 35 times a week
3. Social circus programmes, involving body and brain work and connecting
children with traditional language through partnering with indigenous language
organisations
4. Commissions and new works – for example for festivals, or Cirkidz will pitch for
funding.

10
11

https://www.nica.com.au/
https://www.cirkidz.org.au/
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Finland
In Finland, a national circus movement grew out of a 1992 law requiring creative arts to
be embedded across Finnish schools, explicitly including circus arts. This created a
professional field of circus teachers, artists, ongoing visibility and demand for circus.
Youth circus has been strong in Finland since the 1980s, with social circus growing
there as a field in the last 10-15 years. As well as legislative support, a critical
foundation for circus in Finland has been a partnership between Sorin Sirkus and
Tampere University, which attracted European Union funding to research circus and
gives credibility to circus as a vital art form.
In June 2022 a two-day conference called Circus Pedagogy - The Future of Creative
Education is being held in Tampere, sharing the results of a three-year project 20192022 called Youth and Social Circus Arts - an innovative and inclusive education for
Europe, Circus++, in which a consortium of universities and circus schools have
developed the first ever European full degree curriculum for youth and social circus
pedagogy.
Circus leaders in Finland stress the importance of partnering with a university, raising
the profile of circus, collaborating with schools, circus advocacy and “getting important
people interested in circus”.
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Foundations for Growing Circus Employment Pathways in
Aotearoa

This research has identified nine ways to grow employment pathways for circus in
Aotearoa.
a. Increase circus teaching, training and mentorship avenues, that cater to a
diversity of circus art forms and practitioners, including connections with
traditional Māori arts and Pasifika cultural art forms
b. Develop a strategic partnership with at least one committed and proactive
university, polytech, wananga or other tertiary institution
c. Increase resourcing and sustainability of national body ANZCA
d. Nurture strong local and regional circus organisations and venues
e. Increase the public visibility, education and profile of circus arts
f. Form strategic relationships with government, funders/supporters and other
sports and art forms
g. Grow ongoing circus demand and access – especially for children and young
people, for example via early childhood education centres and schools
h. Ensure health and safety standards and practice are woven into the
development of circus.

Partnership with Cirque du Soleil and Circability Trust
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Recommendations

1. Prioritise the development of teaching, training and mentoring pathways,
linked to intentional career paths (recreational circus, social circus,
performance, circus in schools), and ensure diversity, access and inclusion
(Māori, Pasifika, intercultural, art forms, identities, abilities). Seek partners and
resourcing to develop these circus teaching, training and mentorship
pathways nationally, to address elements a, b and h above. This can involve:
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Identifying the circus teaching, training and mentoring that exists now and
who is offering this
Bringing these people together to collectively map a sustainable path
forward involving a spectrum of circus teaching, training and mentoring
offerings, from informal to degree level: “Get people in the space together
and thrash out the ideal”
Ensure young people co-design new offerings
Include a training focus on how to run a successful circus company or
circus organisation, be a circus performer, and be self-employed
Connect with potential partners including toi Māori, sports, arts,
government departments, accreditation organisations and funders
Continue to engage with the Toi Mai review of units and qualifications in
performing arts
Connect with NICA to explore potential with them
Engage an appropriate university or tertiary education partner
Advertise all teaching, training and mentorship avenues available via the
ANZCA website
Incorporate health and safety throughout all training – including finding
ways to make the Circus Safe standards developed via ANZCA accessible
to all in the sector.

2. Seek resourcing, potentially via national circus body ANZCA, to focus on the
remaining foundations to grow circus pathways (c-g):
●

●
●

●

Strategies to increase the visibility of circus and strengthen the circus
sector, through for example social media and online avenues, an annual
national circus convention, youth circus festivals and regional events
Cultivate strategic relationships to increase funding and support for the
circus arts
Grow demand and access to circus strategically (ie in ways that can be
met by a pool of appropriately trained circus teachers), for example via
schools and ECEs
Grow the strength of ANZCA, towards a sustainably funded national
organisation for circus arts - an equivalent to Australia’s National Institute
of Circus Arts or the United Kingdom’s National Centre for Circus Arts.

Solid circus employment pathways require the cultivation of a virtuous circus
ecosystem built on quality circus teaching and training, that feeds a diversity of
circus employment options and careers. A co-design approach with young people
will help to grow the creativity and vibrancy already present in the circus arts in
Aotearoa.
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Appendix One – People Interviewed
Evelyn Coulson

Co-Artistic Director of Te Māwhaiwhai Youth Company

Eve Gordon

The Dust Palace – Circus Theatre, Company and School
https://www.thedustpalace.co.nz/

Thomas Hinz

Artistic Director, Circability Trust https://www.circability.org/

Joshua Hoare

Artistic Director, Cirkidz, Adelaide, Australia
https://www.cirkidz.org.au/

Julie Hynes

Programme Manager
Ākonga Youth Development Community Fund
Ministry of Social Development

Kahurangi

AKA The Prince of Purple, ANZCA

Simona Jagobby

Director, National Institute of Circus Arts, Melbourne Australia,
https://www.nica.com.au/

Taina Kopra

President of the Caravan Network (International Youth and
Social Circus Network), https://www.caravancircusnetwork.eu/
Founder of Sorin Sirkus, Finland
https://www.sorinsirkus.fi/

Sophie McRae

Advisor, Youth Development
Ministry of Youth Development - Te Manatū Whakahiato Taiohi

Carlene Newall
de Jesus

HighJinx Youth Company
https://www.highjinx.co.nz

Mel Powell

Former General Manager, Circability Trust
https://www.circability.org/

Karlotta Unkel
and Circ.US
members

Circ.US Youth Circus Group

Tania Whetū

Manager, Kumarani Productions Trust
Circus Kumarani – Circus Hub of the North
www.circuskumarani.co.nz
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